
O J SIMPSON ROBBERY CASE

The O. J. Simpson robbery case was a criminal case prosecuted in â€“ in the U.S. state of Nevada, primarily involving
the retired American football.

First met Simpson on the day of the robbery. FBI audio examiner Kenneth Marr testified that he was not able
to determine whether or not the files were altered. Ronald Goldman's father, Frederic Goldman, admitted that
he had followed the proceedings this time "only generally" from his home in Phoenix. Galanter attacked that
issue in his closing, noting that Riccio's recorder had picked up police officers at the crime scene seeming to
exult in their chance to prosecute Simpson. My football that I was holding in my arm when I rushed for 2,
yards, the ring from my wife who died that I was going to give to my daughter. Acquaintance of Alexander's
and Stewart's. Simpson is currently serving a nine-to year sentence at Lovelock Correctional Center in
Nevada, where he is known as inmate No. Edgar Hoover, where J. He stated that Simpson had confided to him
that guns were brought to the hotel room, and admitted to Galanter that he messed up in doing that. Simpson
was incarcerated in the Lovelock Correctional Center until 1 October , when he was released. He is next up for
parole on July  Simpson, who was already planning on going to Las Vegas for a wedding, recruited some
wedding guests for the operation. You've got to understand, this ain't somebody going to steal somebody's
drugs or something like that. On October 10, , Simpson's attorneys, Yale Galanter and Gabriel Grasso, PC,
moved for new trial trial de novo on grounds of judicial errors two jurors of the same race as Simpson were
dismissed and insufficient evidence. Introduced himself as a friend of Stewart's. But what ended up happening
in Room instead would lead to Simpson, McClinton, Ehrlich and three other accomplices that night facing
various charges involving robbery, attempted burglary and kidnapping. Galanter was with Simpson in Las
Vegas prior to the robbery. Brought a gun into the room. Prosecutors and defense counsels disagree on at least
three questions, and Clark County District Court Judge Jackie Glass schedule arguments on the June 20
hearing on pretrial motions. Earlier in the day, two guns were recovered when the police executed a warrant at
one of the men's homes. Simpson attended a wedding as the best man in Las Vegas, Sept. Walter Alexander:
Alleged accomplice of Simpson's. As he left the courtroom, he thanked the people around him and put his
hand to his heart before clasping his hands together while bowing slightly toward the commissioners. The trial
is first set for April 7,  Simpson alleged his counsel Yale Galanter did not tell him about alleged plea-bargain
offers that would have resulted in substantially shorter sentences. Simpson, serving time in a Nevada prison
for a robbery and kidnapping conviction, has been set for July 20, the Nevada Board of Parole Commissioners
announced on Tuesday. I wanted to get a chance to get away and figure out how I was going to deal with this
mess that I got myself into. The next day, Sept. Jackson said that trial would not be considered in their
decision. Parole commissioners questioned Simpson from the state capital, Carson City, and he responded via
videoconference from the Lovelock correctional center, more than miles away. Bruce Fromong has a major
heart attack and is in critical condition. September 16, â€” Simpson is arrested and charged with six felony
counts as well and is held in solitary confinement without bail. Simpson were charged with: Count 1:
Conspiracy to commit a crime Count 2: Conspiracy to commit kidnapping Count 3: Conspiracy to commit
robbery Count 4: Burglary while in possession of a deadly weapon Count 5: 1st degree kidnapping with use of
a deadly weapon for Bruce Fromong Count 6: 1st degree kidnapping with use of a deadly weapon for Alfred
Beardsley Count 7: Robbery with use of a deadly weapon for Bruce Fromong Count 8: Robbery with use of a
deadly weapon for Alfred Beardsley Count 9: Assault with a deadly weapon for Bruce Fromong Count
Assault with a deadly weapon for Alfred Beardsley Count Coercion with a deadly weapon for Bruce Fromong
as an alternative to count 5 Count Coercion with a deadly weapon for Alfred Beardsley as an alternative to
count 6 Simpson's order to not allow anybody to leave the room was the reason for the kidnapping charges.
Pretended to be a buyer who would first check out the goods. Edgar Hoover said he was a big fan, a fine
young man. Here I am being robbed. A third suspect, Clarence Stewart, is arrested and charged with six felony
counts similar to Walter Alexander.


